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HVAC Pros save time and have 
peace of mind with our 
technology. With only two 
control wires required, 
installations are quick and 
simple ✅👍  

Visit the link in our bio to learn 
more about our innovative 
HVAC tech!
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📍Visit: www.ecoer.com to learn 
more about our innovative HVAC 
tech!
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peace of mind with our 
technology. With only two 
control wires required, 
installations are quick and simple 
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📍Visit: www.ecoer.com to learn 
more about our innovative HVAC 
tech!
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gives you peace of mind, and 
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Need to adjust your home 
temperature on the go? The 
Ecoer Wifi Thermostat and App 
gives homeowners access to 
the system to change the 
temperature remotely!📱  

Visit the link in our bio to learn 
more about our Smart Service 
Mobile App. 
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smart-app/ to learn more about 
our Smart Service Mobile App. 
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02/11

Thanks for the support, 
Anthony! 💚  

Our IoT Gateway System will 
notify you of any problems, 
often before the homeowner 
ever discovers an issue, and 
will provide you with 
recommended solutions for 
improving the homeowner's 
home efficiency.  

With an Ecoer system, you 
connect to your clients for the 
life of their system! Learn more 
by visiting the link in the bio.
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💚  

Our IoT Gateway System will notify 
you of any problems, often before 
the homeowner ever discovers an 
issue, and will provide you with 
recommended solutions for 
improving the homeowner's 
home efficiency.  

With an Ecoer system, you 
connect to your clients for the life 
of their system! Visit: https://
www.ecoer.com to learn more!

Thanks for the support, Anthony!
💚   

Our IoT Gateway System provides 
automatic alerts that notify HVAC 
pros of issues and gives 
recommended solutions!  
Visit https://www.ecoer.com to 
learn more!

Thanks for the support, Anthony! 
💚   

Our IoT Gateway System will 
notify you of any problems, often 
before the homeowner ever 
discovers an issue, and will 
provide you with recommended 
solutions for improving the 
homeowner's home efficiency.  

With an Ecoer system, you 
connect to your clients for the life 
of their system! Visit: https://
www.ecoer.com to learn more!
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Fact or Fiction? “Green Energy 
is expensive!” 🤔  

Answer: FICTION! ❌  

Ecoer’s IoT enabled HVAC 
System is not only affordable, it 
gives you energy savings up to 
50%, saving homeowners 
money in the long run 💸🌱  

📍Visit our website to find a 
certified dealer near you! Link 
in bio.
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Love is in the air, not moisture! 
💘  

Ecoer’s Smart Service System 
ensures outstanding comfort, 
even in humid environments! 

Happy Valentine’s Day from all 
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HVAC contractors rejoice! Our 
Smart Inverter (ESI) unitary 
systems come equipped with 
24/7 remote monitoring and 
self-diagnostics technology so 
you can prevent issues before 
they arise.  

📍Visit link in bio to learn more 
about our innovative HVAC 
tech!
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We are the only HVAC 
manufacturer that has 
incorporated energy efficient full 
DC inverter with smart 4G IoT 
connectivity technology.  

📍Visit the link in our bio to learn 
more about our innovative 
HVAC tech!
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Did you know that all of Ecoer’s 
products are ENERGY STAR 
certified? Learn more about 
ENERGY STAR certification and 
why it helps reduce your energy 
bills and carbon footprint in the 
link in our bio! 💸🌱
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02/18

Ecoer units can still run on two 
error codes, preventing 
system outages for clients, and 
notifying you with self-diagnostic 
results and parts needed for 
repair, all before your client has 
to call in!📱   

📍To learn more, visit the link in 
our bio!
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error codes, preventing 
system outages for clients, and 
notifying you with self-diagnostic 
results and parts needed for 
repair, all before your client has 
to call in!📱   

📍To learn more about our 
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Ecoer units can still run on two 
error codes, preventing 
system outages for clients, and 
notifying you with self-
diagnostic results and parts 
needed for repair, all before 
your client has to call in!📱   

📍To learn more, visit the link in 
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Ecoer’s ten-year limited warranty 
on parts means that your 
customers don’t have to worry 
about the unexpected costs of a 
system failure 💸  
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more!
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Our Smart Service (ESS) App 
gives you all the tools you need 
to prevent issues before they 
arise with 24/7 monitoring, all 
straight to your phone!📱   

📍To learn more about our 
innovative HVAC tech, visit link in 
bio!
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A SEER rating calculates the 
efficiency of your AC unit—
dividing cooling output by total 
electrical energy input. The 
higher the SEER rating, the more 
energy and cost efficient the 
unit.  

Most units just meet the 
minimum standard 13 SEER 
rating. Ecoer units are built with 
energy efficiency in mind, and 
have a rating of up to 20 SEER. 

Upgrade your customers to a 
unit that saves money and the 
environment 🌱💸  

 📍Visit link in bio to learn more!
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Ecoer units are designed to be 
efficient, and have over 30 stage 
settings, taking less energy to 
power your AC and heater.  

Give your customers peace of 
mind with a lower energy bill 
and lower carbon footprint 🌱💡  

📍To learn more about our 
Green & Smart HVAC tech, visit 
link in bio!
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